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ALBIREO ENERGY ACQUIRES SKY TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
Acquisition Expands Albireo Energy’s Enterprise Energy Services
New York, NY – April 1, 2015 – Albireo Energy, LLC (“Albireo Energy”) today announced the acquisition of Sky
Technologies Inc. (”Sky Technologies”) of New York, NY. Sky Technologies provides Electrical Power Monitoring
Systems (EPMS) and related IT infrastructure for mission-critical environments. Ali Aksu, founder of Sky
Technologies, will remain with Albireo Energy as Managing Director and be responsible for continued growth of
the Sky Technologies solutions.
Sky Technologies installs and manages comprehensive EPMS solutions, which includes installing and maintaining
related IT infrastructure, integration to other critical automation and monitoring systems, and development of
enterprise applications to monitor critical systems, improve efficiency, and improve maintenance operations.
Their solutions are installed in data centers for Fortune 500 companies, multinational financial institutions,
technology companies and higher education locations nationally.
“The acquisition of Sky Technologies is a significant milestone for Albireo Energy as it allows us to immediately
bolster our expertise in EPMS and IT infrastructure. Sky Technologies has built a strong reputation for highly
effective and reliable services. By partnering with Sky Technologies, we have accelerated our foray into enterprise
services to be offered across our national footprint,” said Phil Bomrad, CEO of Albireo Energy.
“My team and I are excited to be joining Albireo Energy,” said Ali Aksu, Managing Partner for Sky Technologies.
“Our solutions are perfect complements to one another and our customers will be thrilled that we now have
comprehensive building automation capabilities. The team is excited about the growth opportunity that Albireo
Energy will provide.”
About Albireo Energy
Albireo Energy provides building automation solutions and energy services to commercial and institutional
buildings nationally. Their solutions and services help building owners and managers improve efficiency and
reduce operational costs while improving comfort for tenants. Through its operating divisions, AE has a history of
providing exceptional solutions to mission critical facilities such as data centers, labs, military installations, and
hospitals. Their service portfolio includes energy efficiency, demand response, energy procurement services and
smart building solutions including building automation installation and optimization, systems integration, metering
and lighting. www.AlbireoEnergy.com
About Sky Technologies
Founded in 1998, Sky Technologies provides Electrical Power Monitoring Systems and related IT solutions to
mission-critical facilities nationally. The company designs, builds, and supports creative solutions that maintain
continuous uptime for data centers, communications facilities and computer rooms. Sky Technologies has deep
subject matter expertise in critical systems and is able to create superior enterprise solutions for its customers.

Because the company is technology agnostic, it is able to partner with customers to design and implement a bestfit solution and leverage best of breed technologies. www.skyinc.com
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